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Problem Formulation Problem Formulation 

�� A numerical constraint satisfaction problem (NCSP):     A numerical constraint satisfaction problem (NCSP):     
NN ≡≡ (V(V ,, DD, , C)C)��
�� V V = (= (xx11,..., ,..., xxnn)): a sequence of : a sequence of variablesvariables

�� D = (D = (DD11,..., ,..., DDnn)): a sequence of : a sequence of domainsdomains of respective variablesof respective variables

�� discrete: discrete: ∆∆ = ({1,= ({1,……, 10}, {1,, 10}, {1,……, 10}), 10}) ��
�� continuous: continuous: ∆∆ = ([1, 10], [1, 10])= ([1, 10], [1, 10])��

�� C C = {= {CC11,..., ,..., CCmm}} : a set of : a set of constraintsconstraints, each is a relation on a , each is a relation on a 
subsequence of variablessubsequence of variables

�� by enumeration: by enumeration: ΧΧ = = {{{(1, 2), (2, 1)}{(1, 2), (2, 1)}, , {(1, 2), (2, 4), {(1, 2), (2, 4), ……, (5, 10)}, (5, 10)}}}
�� by expressions or rules: by expressions or rules: ΧΧ = {= {x x + + y y = 3= 3, , 22x x −− y =y = 00}}

�� A A solutionsolution of of ΝΝ: a tuple : a tuple ((aa11,..., ,..., aann) ) ∈∈ DD1 1 ××......×× DDnn such such 
that that ((aa11,..., ,..., aann) ) ∈∈ CCii for all for all ii = 1, = 1, ……, , mm
�� ((xx, , yy) = (1, 2)) = (1, 2)��
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Solution Methods Solution Methods 

�� A A completecomplete method: can find every solution (w.r.t. a method: can find every solution (w.r.t. a 

reasonable tolerance)reasonable tolerance)%%

�� A A rigorousrigorous method: a complete method dealing with method: a complete method dealing with 

rounding errorsrounding errors..

�� Work at LIA: Work at LIA: rigorous methods torigorous methods to compute the compute the 

solution sets of numerical CSPs (solution sets of numerical CSPs (NCSPNCSPs) of the forms) of the form
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Solution RepresentationSolution Representation

isolated solutionsisolated solutions continuum of solutionscontinuum of solutions

ff((xx, , yy) = 0) = 0 ff((xx, , yy) ) ≤≤ 00

g(g(xx, , yy) = 0) = 0

gg((xx, , yy) ) ≤≤ 00

Outer ApproximationOuter Approximation SS ⊆⊆⊆⊆⊆⊆⊆⊆ SS++ Inner ApproximationInner Approximation SS–– ⊆⊆⊆⊆⊆⊆⊆⊆ SS
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BranchBranch--andand--PrunePrune

algorithmalgorithm BnPBnP((ΠΠ)) ��
PrunePrune((ΠΠ););
((ΠΠ11, , ……, , ΠΠkk) ) :=:= SplitSplit((ΠΠ););
forfor ii == 1 1 toto kk dodo
BnPBnP((ΠΠii););

endend
endend

The Branch-and-Prune (BnP) framework

Problem reduction,Problem reduction,

domain reduction.domain reduction.

Transform a CSP Transform a CSP 
into equivalent CSPs.into equivalent CSPs.

B
ra
n
c
h

The Branch-and-Prune (BnP) framework
Constraint Propagation

Search
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Inclusion Inclusion representationrepresentation

�� Conservative enclosure Conservative enclosure ofof thethe solution set solution set ofof a a 

constraintsconstraints systemsystem

�� Can Can bebe builtbuilt usingusing::

�� IntervalInterval arithmeticarithmetic

�� Affine Affine arithmeticarithmetic (standard, (standard, KolevKolev, Messine, , Messine, ……))

�� LinearLinear relaxations relaxations 

�� etc..etc..

usedused for for pruningpruning
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Example (1/2)Example (1/2)

interval arithmeticinterval arithmetic

ff((xx)) gg((xx))

Moore Moore et al.et al., 1959, 1959
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Example (2/2)Example (2/2)

affine arithmeticaffine arithmetic

ff((xx))

Stolfi Stolfi et al.et al., 1993, 1993
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Interval ArithmeticInterval Arithmetic

�� A closed interval A closed interval xx = [= [aa, , bb] : ] : xx ∈∈ xx ⇔⇔ aa ≤≤ xx ≤≤ b. b. 
�� Interval arithmeticInterval arithmetic is an arithmetic that is defined on the set is an arithmetic that is defined on the set 

of intervals rather than real numbers.of intervals rather than real numbers.

� Interval arithmetic’s operations: 
�� Allow to compute elementary operations based on the bounds Allow to compute elementary operations based on the bounds 

of intervals, e.g., of intervals, e.g., x = [a, b], y = [c, d] ⇒ xx + + yy = [= [a a + + cc, , bb + + dd]]..

�� The The inclusion propertyinclusion property:  :  ff((xx) ) ⊆⊆ ff((xx)) ��
�� The range of a real function is included in the value of its The range of a real function is included in the value of its 

interval form.interval form.

�� RoundedRounded interval arithmetic: interval arithmetic: use outward rounding controlsuse outward rounding controls

�� Allow Allow rigorous enclosuresrigorous enclosures of the ranges of real functions.of the ranges of real functions.

�� A simple example: A simple example: 1/3 1/3 ∈∈ [[↓↓11÷÷33↓↓, , ↑↑11÷÷33↑↑] = [0.33...33, 0.33...34]] = [0.33...33, 0.33...34]..
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Affine Affine arithmeticarithmetic

�� X in [1 3] X in [1 3] =>=>X = 2 + X = 2 + εε11, , εε11 in[in[--1, 1]1, 1]

�� ConverselyConversely, X = 5 + 2 , X = 5 + 2 εε22 =>=> X in [3, 7]X in [3, 7]
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Affine Arithmetic (1/2)Affine Arithmetic (1/2)%%

�� Affine form Affine form xx = = xx00 + + xx11εε11 + ... + + ... + xxnnεεnn (length (length nn))%%
�� xxii : : real real coefficientscoefficients

�� εεi i ∈∈ [[−−1, 1] 1, 1] : : noise noise variablesvariables

�� Affine operations Affine operations zz ≡≡ aaxx + + bbyy + + cc
�� zz ≡≡ ((axax00 + + byby00 + + cc) + ) + ∑∑((axaxii + + bybyii))εεii

�� NonNon--affine operationsaffine operations
�� zz = = ff((xx, , yy) = ) = ff** ((εε11,...,,...,εεnn) ) ≡≡ zz00 + + zz11εε11 + ... + + ... + zznnεεn n + + zznewnewεεnewnew

�� zz is of length is of length n n + + 11

�� The inclusion property: The inclusion property: 
�� ∀∀xx ∈∈ΑΑnn : : ff((xx) ) ⊆⊆ {{ zz = = ff((xx) | ) | ∀∀εεii ∈∈ [[−−1, 1]}1, 1]}

�� Rounding controlsRounding controls in floatingin floating--point arithmeticpoint arithmetic
�� Absolute rounding errors are added to the new term Absolute rounding errors are added to the new term zznewnewεεnewnew

�� Also allow Also allow rigorous enclosuresrigorous enclosures of the ranges of real functionsof the ranges of real functions

ffaa is linearis linear error bounderror bound
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Affine Arithmetic (2/2)Affine Arithmetic (2/2)%%

�� Multiplication (two variants):Multiplication (two variants):
�� xyxy = = xx00yy0 0 + 0.5+ 0.5∑∑xxi i yyii + + ∑∑((xx00yyii + + yy00xxii))εεii + + (0.5(0.5∑∑||xxi i yyii|| + + ∑∑i i ≠≠

jj||xxi i yyjj|)|) εεnewnew

complexitycomplexity OO((nn22)),, tight enclosure tight enclosure [[Kolev 2001, Kolev 2001, 
Messine 1999Messine 1999]]

�� xyxy = = xx00yy0 0 + 0.5+ 0.5∑∑xxi i yyii + + ∑∑((xx00yyii + + yy00xxii))εεii + + ((∑∑||xxii| | ∑∑||yyii| | −−
0.50.5||∑∑xxi i yyii||)) εεnewnew

complexitycomplexity OO((nn)), but , but less tightless tight than than �� [Kolev 2002][Kolev 2002]

εε’’s are variabless are variables
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Revised Affine Arithmetic (1/2)Revised Affine Arithmetic (1/2)%%

�� Multiplication :Multiplication :

�� xyxy = = xx00yy0 0 + 0.5+ 0.5∑∑xxi i yyii + + ∑∑((xx00yyii + + yy00xxii))εεii + + (0.5(0.5∑∑||xxi i yyii|| + + ∑∑i i ≠≠ jj||xxi i yyjj|)|) εεnewnew

complexitycomplexity OO((nn22)),, tight enclosure tight enclosure [[Kolev 2001, Messine 1999Kolev 2001, Messine 1999]]

�� xyxy = = xx00yy0 0 + 0.5+ 0.5∑∑xxi i yyii + + ∑∑((xx00yyii + + yy00xxii))εεii + + ((∑∑||xxii| | ∑∑||yyii| | −− 0.50.5||∑∑xxi i yyii||)) εεnewnew

complexitycomplexity OO((nn)), but , but less tightless tight than than �� [Kolev 2002][Kolev 2002]

�� [Vu 2004][Vu 2004] :: the following form has the same number of real the following form has the same number of real 

operations than operations than ��, but is as tight as , but is as tight as ��

xyxy = = xx00yy0 0 + 0.5+ 0.5∑∑xxi i yyii + + ∑∑((xx00yyii + + yy00xxii))εεii ++ ((∑∑||xxii| | ∑∑||yyii| | −− 0.50.5∑∑||xxi i yyii||)) εεnewnew
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Revised Revised 

Affine Arithmetic (2/2)Affine Arithmetic (2/2)%%

�� Moreover :Moreover :
�� xx = = xx11εε11 + ... + + ... + xxnnεεnn + + xx00 + + eexx[[−−1, 1] 1, 1] →→ (can be replaced with(can be replaced with[[ llxx, , uuxx]])) ��

�� The length will not increase during longThe length will not increase during long--running computationsrunning computations

�� [Vu 2004] proposed a [Vu 2004] proposed a constructive theoremconstructive theorem and a and a 

new generic procedurenew generic procedure to to rigorouslyrigorously compute compute 

Chebyshev affine approximations (Chebyshev affine approximations (ffaa ±± zznewnew) for ) for 

monotonously continuously differentiable functions monotonously continuously differentiable functions ff
�� It needs a It needs a weakerweaker condition than the originalcondition than the original ((ff is twice is twice 

continuously differentiable, continuously differentiable, f''f'' has the same signhas the same sign), ), 

�� It can be applied to elementary functions (e.g., It can be applied to elementary functions (e.g., xx22, , sqrt sqrt xx, , ln ln xx),),

�� Affine approximations can be obtained for Affine approximations can be obtained for factorablefactorable functions functions 

by a recursive composition of elementary functions.by a recursive composition of elementary functions.

ff((xx)) ��
ffaa −− zznewnew

ffaa + + zznewnew
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�� Problem statementProblem statement
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DAG RepresentationDAG Representation
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Interval Constraint PropagationInterval Constraint Propagation

� Forward Evaluation: FE(N4,*) �
� from N4 = N1 * N2, 

� compute τN4 := τN4 ∩ (x * y), 
� thus τN4 := [−∞, +∞] ∩ [1, 27] = [1, 27]

� Backward Propagation: BP,
the approximate projection of a 
node relation on each child
� from N7 = 4N1 + 3N4 + 2N5, 

� write N4 = (N7 – 4N1 – 2N5)/3, 
� thus τN4 := τN4 ∩ (τN7 – 4τN1 – 2τN5)/3 

= [1, 27] ∩ [–9, 3] = [1, 3]

By Benhamou By Benhamou et al.et al., 1999, 1999
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Main Main ideaidea

AttachingAttaching to to eacheach nodenode ofof thethe DAG DAG redundantredundant

inclusion inclusion representationsrepresentations in in orderorder to to getget tightertighter

evaluationevaluation ofof itsits range.range.
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Why combining inclusions?Why combining inclusions?

affine arithmeticaffine arithmetic

interval arithmeticinterval arithmetic

a solution of a solution of 
ff((xx) = ) = gg((xx)) ��

ff((xx)) �� gg((xx)) �� to get better effects 

of domain reduction

to get better effects to get better effects 

of domain reductionof domain reduction

Answer:Answer:

Stolfi Stolfi et al.et al., 1993, 1993

Moore Moore et al.et al., 1959, 1959

safesafe linear programminglinear programming (Neumaier & Shcherbina, 2004)(Neumaier & Shcherbina, 2004)%%
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TheThe CIRD CIRD AlgorithmAlgorithm::

building blocksbuilding blocks

�� Data Data associatedassociated to to eacheach nodenode Ni: Ni: 
�� A set A set ofof inclusion inclusion representationsrepresentations ((R(NR(Nii))))

�� A range (A range (intervalinterval) () (ττ(N(Nii))))

�� NodeNode EvaluationEvaluation::
�� EvaluatesEvaluates thethe range range ofof thethe nodenode withwith respect to respect to eacheach inclusion inclusion 

representationrepresentation

�� NodeNode PruningPruning::
�� Inclusion Inclusion ConstraintsConstraints SystemsSystems (ICS): (ICS): thethe set set ofof redundantredundant

constraintsconstraints thatthat cancan bebe inferredinferred fromfrom an inclusion an inclusion 
representationrepresentation

�� PruningPruning ConstraintConstraint SystemsSystems (PCS): (PCS): allall thethe ICS ICS relatedrelated to a to a nodenode
+ + thethe ICS ICS ofof itsits childrenchildren
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Illustrative example: Illustrative example: CIRD[aiCIRD[ai]]
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� Ι interval arithmetic

� Α revised affine arithmetic

�� ΙΙ interval arithmeticinterval arithmetic

�� ΑΑ revised affine arithmeticrevised affine arithmetic
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NodeNode EvaluationEvaluation

ττ((NNii) = ) = I(NI(N ii) = ) = A(NA(N ii)=)= [[--∞∞, +, +∞∞], i=3,4,5], i=3,4,5

τ(Ντ(Ν11) = Ι(Ν) = Ι(Ν11) = [1, 3] , Α(Ν) = [1, 3] , Α(Ν11) = 2 + ε) = 2 + ε11

τ(Ντ(Ν22) = Ι(Ν) = Ι(Ν22) = [1,9] , Α(Ν) = [1,9] , Α(Ν22) = 5 + 4 ε) = 5 + 4 ε22

ΙΙ((NN44) = I(N) = I(N11) * I (N) * I (N 22))
= [1,27]  = [1,27]  

ττ((NN44) = ) = ττ ((NN44) ) ∩∩ µµ((I(NI(N44))))
= [1, 27]= [1, 27]

A(A(NN44) = A(N) = A(N11) * A(N) * A(N 22))
= = 10 + 510 + 5εε11 + 8+ 8εε22 + 4[+ 4[−−1, 1]1, 1]

ττ((NN44) = t (N) = t (N44) ) ∩∩ µµ(A(N(A(N44))))

= [1, 27]= [1, 27]

µµ : interval evaluation of the inclusion: interval evaluation of the inclusion

representationrepresentation
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Inclusion Constraint Systems (ICS)Inclusion Constraint Systems (ICS)%%
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1 2 ΙΙ((NN44) = [1, 27]) = [1, 27]

ΑΑ((NN44) = 10 + 5) = 10 + 5εε11 + 8+ 8εε22 + 4[+ 4[−−1, 1]1, 1]

ττ((NN44) = [1, 27]) = [1, 27]

DataData

at at NN44

� ICS(Ι(N4), τ(N4)):
� vN4 ∈ [1, 27]

� ICS(Α(N4), τ(N4)):
� 10 + 5ε1 + 8ε2 + 4εN4 = vN4

� vN4 ∈ [1, 27]

� (ε1, ε2, εN4) ∈ [−1, 1]3
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Pruning Constraint Systems (PCS)Pruning Constraint Systems (PCS)%%

�� PCSPCS((NN77, {, { ΙΙ}):}):
�� 44vvNN11 + 3+ 3vvNN44 + 2+ 2vvNN55 = = vvNN77,,
�� vvNN1 1 ∈∈ [1, 3], [1, 3], vvNN4 4 ∈∈ [1, 27], [1, 27], 
�� vvNN5 5 ∈∈ [1, 3], [1, 3], vvNN7 7 ∈∈ [9, 9]. [9, 9]. 

�� PCSPCS((NN77, {, {ΑΑ}):}):
�� 44vvNN11 + 3+ 3vvNN44 + 2+ 2vvNN55 = = vvNN77,,
�� vvNN1 1 ∈∈ [1, 3], [1, 3], vvNN4 4 ∈∈ [1, 27], [1, 27], 
�� vvNN5 5 ∈∈ [1, 3], [1, 3], vvNN7 7 ∈∈ [9, 9],[9, 9],
�� 2 + 2 + εε11 = = vvNN11,,
�� 10 + 510 + 5εε11 + 8+ 8εε22 + 4+ 4εεN4N4 = = vvNN44,,
�� 2.125 + 2.125 + εε22 + 0.125+ 0.125εεN5N5 = = vvNN55,,
�� 42.25 + 1942.25 + 19εε1 1 + 26+ 26εε22 + 12.25+ 12.25εεN7N7 = = vvNN77,,
�� ((εε11, , εε22, , εεN4N4, , εεN5N5, , εεN7N7) ) ∈∈ [[−−1, 1]1, 1]55..

PCSPCS((NN77,,……)) = all inclusion constraint systems at = all inclusion constraint systems at NN77 and its childrenand its children
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more informativemore informative

less informativeless informative

εε11 = = −−1, 1, εε22 = = −−1,1,
vvNN11 = 1, = 1, vvNN44 = 1, = 1, ……LPLP
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TheThe CIRD CIRD algorithmalgorithm –– main main stepssteps

IntializationIntialization Phase:Phase:
�� Initial recursive node evaluationInitial recursive node evaluation

�� Initialization of two Waiting Lists : Initialization of two Waiting Lists : LLee, the list of nodes waiting for evaluation, and  , the list of nodes waiting for evaluation, and  LLpp, the , the 
listlist ofof nodesnodes waitingwaiting for for pruningpruning

Propagation PhasePropagation Phase:  repeat until both:  repeat until both LLee and and LLpp become empty or the limit, if any, on the number become empty or the limit, if any, on the number 
of iterations is reached:of iterations is reached:

Get the next node N according to some strategy: Get the next node N according to some strategy: 

�� FromFrom LLpp firstfirst ((pruningpruning--firstfirst strategystrategy) ) untiluntil itit becomesbecomes emptyempty

�� FromFrom oneone ofof thethe twotwo (in a (in a rotationnalrotationnal wayway))

�� ……

if N was taken from if N was taken from LLee, perform , perform Node EvaluationNode Evaluation on Non N

�� If this returns an empty set, the algorithm terminates with an  If this returns an empty set, the algorithm terminates with an  infeasible status.infeasible status.

�� If the changes of If the changes of ττ(N(N) is considered enough, put each parent (if any)  of N in ) is considered enough, put each parent (if any)  of N in LLee and and put N put N 
in in LLpp

else perform else perform Node pruningNode pruning : use dedicated pruning techniques on the : use dedicated pruning techniques on the PCSsPCSs related to N, to related to N, to 
generate a new range for  Ngenerate a new range for  N

�� If this process returns an empty set, the algorithm terminates wIf this process returns an empty set, the algorithm terminates with an  infeasible statusith an  infeasible status

�� elseelse update update thethe ranges ranges ofof thethe relatedrelated nodesnodes

�� For For eacheach ofof thesethese nodesnodes, M, i, M, if the changes of f the changes of ττ(M(M) is considered enough, put each parent ) is considered enough, put each parent 
(if any)  of M in (if any)  of M in LLee and and put M in put M in LLpp
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Node Range UpdatesNode Range Updates

� Prune PCS(N7, {Α}) using LP, 
we get
� ε1 = −1, ε2 = −1
� optional: vN1 = 1, vN4 = 1, …

� Leaf Update: update only the 
leaves
x := 2 + ε1 = 1
y := 5 + 4ε2 = 1

� Child Update: update only the 
children like in the backward 
propagation

� The combination of them

� Update all nodes with reduced 
auxiliary variables (εi)

� Update only descendants
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TheThe CIRD CIRD algorithmalgorithm

For a For a formalformal presentationpresentation ofof thethe algorithmalgorithm, , 
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Test casesTest cases

�� T1 : 8 T1 : 8 easyeasy problemsproblems withwith isolatedisolated solutionssolutions

�� T2: 4 T2: 4 averageaverage problemsproblems withwith isolatedisolated solutionssolutions

�� T3: 8 hard T3: 8 hard problemsproblems withwith isolatedisolated solutionssolutions

�� T4: 7 T4: 7 easyeasy problemsproblems withwith continuum continuum ofof

solutionssolutions

�� T5: 8 hard T5: 8 hard problemsproblems withwith continuum continuum ofof

solutionssolutions
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Test Test criteriacriteria

�� Relative Relative timetime ratio : running ratio : running timetime

�� Relative cluster ratio : Relative cluster ratio : numbernumber ofof boxes in boxes in thethe

outputoutput

�� Relative Relative iterationiteration ratio : ratio : numbernumber ofof splitssplits

�� Relative Relative reductionreduction ratio : ratio : (V / D)(V / D)1/d  1/d  (V = volume (V = volume ofof thethe
output, D= volume output, D= volume ofof thethe original original domaindomain, d = dimension , d = dimension ofof thethe
problemproblem))

�� InnerInner volume ratio  volume ratio  ((ratioratio ofof thethe volume volume ofof innerinner boxes to boxes to 

thethe volume volume ofof output boxes)output boxes)
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Experiments Experiments –– General TechniquesGeneral Techniques

NCSPs with isolated solutionsNCSPs with isolated solutions continuums of solutionscontinuums of solutions
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Experiments Experiments –– SummarySummary

Relative
Time Ratio Relative

Reduction
Ratio

Relative
Cluster
Ratio

Relative
Iteration

Ratio
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Experiments Experiments –– Other TechniquesOther Techniques

�� CIRD[ai]CIRD[ai] ≈≈ 30 times faster than Kolev30 times faster than Kolev’’s technique (s technique (A2A2) for the ) for the 
benchmark in [Kolev, 2002]benchmark in [Kolev, 2002]

�� a mathematical technique using affine arithmetic, a mathematical technique using affine arithmetic, 

�� without guaranteed rigor, require some posterior assumptions;without guaranteed rigor, require some posterior assumptions;

�� CIRD and A2 should be collaborative rather than competitiveCIRD and A2 should be collaborative rather than competitive::

�� the reduction rule in the reduction rule in A2A2 can be used in place of LP in can be used in place of LP in CIRD[ai]CIRD[ai]..

�� CIRD[ai]CIRD[ai] ≈≈ 1010−−40 times faster than 40 times faster than QuadQuad for two benchmarks in for two benchmarks in 
[Lebbah [Lebbah et al.et al., Aug 2003, Nov 2003], Aug 2003, Nov 2003]

�� a linear relaxation based filtering technique with guaranteed ria linear relaxation based filtering technique with guaranteed rigor.gor.

�� CIRD and Quad should be collaborative rather than CIRD and Quad should be collaborative rather than 
competitivecompetitive: : 

�� QuadQuad can be used in can be used in CIRDCIRD to tackle the quadratic form [Messine 1999] to tackle the quadratic form [Messine 1999] 
and power operations and power operations xxnn..

Some other preliminary comparisons:Some other preliminary comparisons:
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ConclusionConclusion

�� CIRD is intended to be a CIRD is intended to be a generic schemegeneric scheme for for 

combining multiple inclusion techniques in combining multiple inclusion techniques in 

numerical constraint propagation: numerical constraint propagation: 

�� users can devise their own combination strategies, users can devise their own combination strategies, 

depending on the set of inclusion representationsdepending on the set of inclusion representations

�� We studied We studied CIRD[aiCIRD[ai]],, an instance of the an instance of the 

CIRDCIRD scheme combining revised affine scheme combining revised affine 

arithmetic with interval arithmeticarithmetic with interval arithmetic

�� Some potentialSome potential
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CurrentlyCurrently on on thethe agendaagenda

�� Replacement Replacement ofof linearlinear programmingprogramming by by lessless costlycostly

domaindomain reductionreduction techniquestechniques

�� IntegrationIntegration ofof KolevKolev generalizedgeneralized affine affine arithmeticarithmetic

�� IntegrationIntegration ofof linearlinear relaxation techniques (relaxation techniques (egeg. . 

[[BorradaileBorradaile & Van Hentenryck 2004]& Van Hentenryck 2004]

�� InvestigateInvestigate thethe integrationintegration ofof higherhigher--orderorder inclusion inclusion 

techniques (techniques (convexificationconvexification))

�� ComparisonComparison withwith otherother approachesapproaches [[GranvilliersGranvilliers & & 

BenhamouBenhamou 2006]2006]

�� ……
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